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Stage -1 testing (PPDT & OIR) – OIR (Officers Intelligence Rating) - Something similar to what we underwent during our PIB, there were 2 set of tests which were objective types and time bound that we had to attempt. Practice on few sample papers around verbal and quantitative ability would help attempt these questions very easily. PPDT - The test assesses multiple facets of a candidate. How does someone observe a picture, thoughts upon observing a picture, ability to transfer that thought onto paper, ability to narrate story in front of the group and finally participate in group discussion to come to common story. It is extremely important that the instructions provided at the beginning are heard with all ears open. Any doubt needs to be asked and clarified to ensure complete focus is on test rather than getting stuck with some doubt. We were given a hazy picture wherein we were asked to capture number of characters, their mood, position of those characters and approximate age. The key is to observe the picture as much as possible during the time allotted rather than straight on getting into writing. Observe as minutely as possible and record these details as it will help the assessor to check how good you are in observing. Once that is done, we wrote individual stories keeping a central character in mind. It needs to be kept in mind that the first thought that comes across should be used to write a story to maintain originality of the story and ensuring that within allowed time story is completed. I had kept the story simple with a positive message so that I could easily narrate it and participate in the discussion. Once we submitted our stories, we were asked to wait and then appear in front of a panel for narration and discussion. We were called in and there were three assessors. They asked us to narrate the stories one after the other and were given 1 minute to narrate. When my turn came, I followed the initial ground rule. Sit attentively, crisply narrate the story that was written by making eye contacts to all group members (do not look at assessors), do not stammer and thank the group at the end for listening to your story. Once the narration is over, the assessors will ask group to start the discussion. It is by virtue of human nature that people start screaming and start together. If that happens, my advice is to sit calm and wait for the euphoria to get over. In my case everyone started yelling so I kept quiet and calm and observed the group trying to find a pause for me to add my bit; however our assessor stopped the discussion and split the group in two half. They asked first group to discuss while the second observed and vice versa. I think the strategy to be calm played in my favor as all those who were screaming were screened out. Once our group was asked to start, we started talking about the picture. I contributed my bit in between by adding on to what my group stated. The idea is to progressively take the discussion rather than arguing and counter arguing. Be precise, considerate to other’s ideas and help move the discussion forward even though you don’t start the discussion. After our discussion, we were asked to proceed to Mess and have our lunch. None of us were interested in that as results were to be announced after lunch. We were called in post lunch to the testing



hall and results were announced. I had made it to next stage of testing. Out of approx. 300 candidates roughly 60 were screened in. I saw a common trait that people whose communication was not crisp, were screaming in discussion or were not good in observing the picture were screened out. We were assigned new chest numbers and were assigned our accommodation, which was a better one than the earlier line. We were told to be ready for Stage-2 testing from next day and hence were advised either to rest or to venture out and see the city. My suggestion is to get to know other candidates especially around you and bond as this will immensely help in further course of testing. You would also make some real good friends in due course of time so maximize this opportunity.



Stage -2 (Psychology, Ground Tasks, Interviews) For the next 4 days, we were asked to undergo above mentioned tests with first day as psychology tests. We were asked to report early morning. It is advisable that we take sufficient rest prior night so that mind is completely fresh for upcoming tests. I don’t recall exact order of the tests; however will mention those providing details – TAT – Consists of series of pictures that we need to observe and then write stories in 4 minutes. The last slide is a blank slide where we can write whatever story we prefer. I completed all stories in time. The approach was to keenly observe the picture, identify central character and write a story with positive outcome. The stories need to be realistic and try to give realistic names to characters. There should be variety in names and avoid repeating it. One way to prepare is to observe around you in daily routine, look at a situation and try creating a story around it. Be creative and practice which will ensure that your mind works seamlessly when picture is shown. WAT – You get to see words every 15 seconds and a sentence need to be written within the same time. I completed almost all in time barring a few. There could be few words where a sentence might not come to mind in first go – try to write that word somewhere and if in between you get some time because you completed a sentence ahead of time then try attempting missed words. I ensured that all my sentences were relevant and positive. It isn’t necessary that the word shown needs to be used, what is important is the though related to the word gets documented. While preparing, focus on words that invoke negative thoughts and learn how to convert those to positive one. For eg. FAILURE – Learning from failure will ensure success in next attempt. SRT – We received booklets with situations and were asked to respond to them in a stipulated timeline. I attempted almost entire set of situations and could only do that by reading the situation carefully first time so that don’t have to waste time reading again, by being precise in my responses and keep moving to next situation once done with prior one. It is extremely important that we read between the lines of a situation to get



hold of some obvious traits of a problem. For eg. Preventing robbery in running train vs stationed train will be very different. Self-Description – This test is about how does parents/teachers/friends/colleagues think about you. I split my responses and jotted down the traits. Time is of essence so I ensured that I first wrote few comments in each section and then added where it was required to ensure I represent everyone in this test. Try to highlight your strengths and ensure it stays consistent in all sections. It is important that time is spent on quality of thought than quantity of response. Once we were done we were left to enjoy rest of the day. It was a hectic day and we also wanted to celebrate our screen in results so all our roommates decided to go out and see places around and eventually bond with each other. We had our ground tasks and interviews scheduled from next day onwards so we wanted to spend some time together in our lines to work out best possible group dynamics. What really worked for our room of 8 candidates (4 of them were recommended) is that we spent close to an hour discussing each and every ground task, how could we do it better, what are our strengths, any doubts that we had that others can clarify, how do we approach group tasks so that each one of us gets ample chance to showcase capabilities etc. This way we were better prepared as a group. We were asked to report to testing area early morning so we ensured we had ample rest as well. I would not cover each and every task here as most of the stuff is available on internet; however would cover what worked for us as a group – Ground Tasks – • Be very thorough with group members, respect them and will get respect and space in return • During group discussion be very precise in your comments, speak clearly and address each group without any hand gestures to make your comment. It will help to be very clear in mind to talk in favor or against the given topic initially and support that with facts. If the discussion becomes mayhem, stay calm and wait for an opportunity to make your comment. • During military planning, spending quality time in understanding the problem is very important. It is best to prioritize as to what will be addressed first or simultaneously, allocation of resources (man and material) and approach to address the problem. Look out for possible help in the map (telephone, police station, hospital, market etc.). Chalk down the solution and time your activities to indicate how you would utilize available time and whether you do it within given timeframe. During discussion, add points where you think that will help progress the solution rather than simply repeating what others are saying or going in a different tangent. Stay calm and composed always and behave like a gentleman.



• For all tasks (PGT, HGT, FGT, CT) – Follow instructions given by GTO very carefully. If you are not contributing anything, still stay focused on the task and help rather than shifting focus to what is happening around the ground. Need to be active and help either providing solution or helping in implementation. This way idea comes naturally and group progresses. Always keep group’s interest in mind than self-interest as the test is against the system and not with each other. Hence if the group does well and as an individual you contributed some way job is almost done. Never scream and make unnecessary gestures to make a point. • Command Task – Wanted to cover this separately as this is a true assessment how one would do in a pressure like situation. GTO will try to create time or resource pressure. The objective to be kept in mind is to provide the most practical solution in best possible time. Always address the team before the task start by giving quickly ground rules, do not waste time and immediately move in action. Guide the group through solution and take ideas where necessary. As a common rule, always find out a spot to build a fulcrum for plank or balli to reduce the distance between point A and B. In my case I had provided solution with my group members and GTO asked for an alternate solution. I did that as well; however my group complied with my instructions and helped with ideas when asked. Always thank the group once the task is done. 







Lecturette and Obstacle Race – For Lecturette, it is important that our communication is to the point, clear and audible to the group. Do not look at GTO and address the group. One trick that worked for me was that I assumed myself to be an officer and acted as if am addressing my men. This ensured that I don’t stammer, made eye contact and delivered my point crisply. Always present facts and figures where possible. Generally topics are very common and anyone who is aware of his surroundings would be able to talk. The key is the content, quality of delivery and body language. Avoid making unnecessary gestures, stand upright and talk with confidence. For Obstacle race, like I mentioned earlier, plan a day prior with your group. For certain obstacles, it is important that it is decided early on who is physically strong and can support others. The idea is that the tasks are completed as a group so I supported where possible and kept interest of the group always before me while continuing to shout war cry and keep group motivated. If someone is struggling, instead of screaming help him to clear the obstacle. Our group came last; however had maximum recommendations. Individual Obstacles – As mentioned earlier, part of SSB preparation is to be physically conditioned. I completed 8 out of 10 obstacles; however did most of the difficult ones. When GTO is briefing please be very careful as he would indirectly also guide how to approach obstacles without wasting time. Good endurance and understanding of briefing will help ensure that one does well here.



Interview I was called for interview on 4th day and that gave me ample time to prepare. I ensured that I read the newspaper and was aware of current affairs for the day. The discussion happened basis PIQ that was filled in. I walked in when was called with confidence and wished the IO. Upon asked to sit took seat and maintained a confident posture with hands on the knees. It is important that eye contact is always made while answering and posture stays confident. This helps improve overall personality. The question is around education, family, work, hobbies, friends, employer, objectives in life and TA. If an answer is not known, it is better to apologize and move forward. The IO will throw a lot of questions that will get negativity out of you – try to stay calm and be natural in responses. He would most likely ask you about roommates and their chest numbers. Since as a group we bonded well it wasn’t a problem for me. I think it indicates how social and aware someone is. Always project a positive solution to a negative problem. It is also ok to share your opportunity areas but follow it up immediately and highlighting as to what is been done to address it. The discussion for me lasted 45 minutes and I too had moments where I felt am being cornered; however like I mentioned, stay calm and continue to respond naturally. At the end IO thanked me for coming for the interview and I wished him before leaving the room. Never turn around while leaving and walk confidently. Conference – The most anxious day where no one knows what’s going to happen, we packed our bags and awaited our turns to appear in front of the board. When I was called in, I walked confidently and wished the lady in the room and then others. The IO is the one who talks so he asked me to sit. He questioned me about my stay and asked me to rate my performance in all three tests. I did that and told him that my ground tasks could have been much better. After which he asked any suggestions for SSB and I politely stated “none”. I was asked to leave then. It lasted for 3-4 minutes. After lunch our results were announced and thankfully I was recommended. We had 13 recommendations out of the batch of 60. We were made to fill zillion forms and gave biometrics to the database. We were also given set of forms that we were to be filled and returned in a day or two. Our medical board started right on the next day where we went through series of tests for next 5-6 days (X ray, blood, Ear, Nose Throat, Ultra sound, Eyes, Surgical and physician). Everyday post medicals we returned to selection center around 4pm post which we used to venture out and got to know each other lot better. End of medical board, we were declared fit and were asked to return to our respective city. After couple of months, we got our police verification and shortly after I received my joining orders to my unit (152 Sikh Infantry) (TA)
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